We focus on the problem of simulating the haptic infrastructure of a virtual environment (i.e. walls, doors). Our approach relies on multiple ZoomWalls—autonomous robotic encounter-type haptic wall-shaped props—that coordinate to provide haptic feedback for room-scale virtual reality. Based on a user’s movement through the physical space, ZoomWall props are coordinated through a predict-and-dispatch architecture to provide just-in-time haptic feedback for objects the user is about to touch. To refine our system, we conducted simulation studies of different prediction algorithms, which helped us to refine our algorithmic approach to realize the physical ZoomWall prototype. Finally, we evaluated our system through a user experience study, which showed that participants found that ZoomWalls increased their sense of presence in the VR environment. ZoomWalls represents an instance of autonomous mobile reusable props, which we view as an important design direction for haptics in VR.
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INTRODUCTION
Room-scale virtual reality (VR) experiences allow people to freely walk around a physical space (e.g. [10, 55]), but we do not yet have effective ways for providing haptic awareness of the enclosure and objects in the space. In real life, we see and feel the boundaries of a physical space by walking through it, seeing its boundaries, and feeling the walls. Yet, when walking is used for navigating VR spaces [34, 37, 44], people easily and frequently cross over the virtual boundaries (e.g. walls), which breaks the immersive quality of the experience. To provide this haptic feedback, a conventional passive haptics approach uses physical objects in the world to act as tangible stand-ins for corresponding virtual objects. For example, conventional VR arcades reinforce the existence of a virtual wall (seen in VR) with a physical wall—when the user reaches out to touch the virtual wall, the user feels a physical wall—thus, the wall’s existence is seen in the visual world and reinforced in the tactile/haptic domain. Such passive props increase immersion and sense of presence in a VR environment [7, 30], even when the props are low-fidelity and do not share all the properties of the corresponding virtual object [21, 35].

Recent efforts have been made to explore how to employ autonomous mobile reusable props since a passive haptics approach is generally expensive. For instance, a naïve passive haptics approach would replicate each virtual object with a corresponding prop, meaning that the virtual world is replicated in the real world. A more sophisticated approach re-uses props, focusing on virtual objects that are likely to be interacted with next. TurkDeck takes this approach, where a small group of humans dynamically rearrange props—such as wall elements, ground elements and objects—based on where the user is moving in the virtual space [11]. While this is effective in creating an immersive room-scale VR experience, it requires a massive amount of human labour. Most closely related to our work is RoomShift, which relies on uses a set of autonomous robots carrying pieces of furniture around the room-scale virtual environment [39]. Our work builds on the core idea expressed by RoomShift, and we go beyond this by designing algorithms to coordinate the movement of multiple robots, demonstrating how autonomously reusable props improve room-scale VR experiences.

We propose ZoomWalls, a proof-of-concept prototype of robotic props that move and reposition themselves to provide haptic feedback for represented virtual structures (i.e. walls, doors, and so on). In the ZoomWalls system prototype, the user can feel the haptic infrastructure of the environment, which is represented by ZoomWall props. Each ZoomWall prop is a moving “wall segment,” where the movement of the props is coordinated by a system that predicts which parts of the virtual environment are needed haptically next, and dispatches props accordingly. Our system innovates on prior
Figure 1. ZoomWalls provide haptic feedback about the virtual infrastructure. In this figure, we show a Debug view of the virtual environment, where we can see where the system understands the physical ZoomWalls to be in the virtual environment; in the system itself, the ZoomWalls themselves do not appear in the VR world. (a) One active ZoomWall (blue) represents the virtual surface, while the other ZoomWall is on standby (grey); (b) As the user turns to approach another virtual surface, the standby ZoomWall is dispatched (yellow) to materialize the surface on the right, while the active ZoomWall follows the user to continue representing the virtual wall along the top; (c) Both ZoomWalls, now in the active state, dynamically organize themselves to provide haptic feedback of the corner.

approaches by providing just-in-time haptic feedback for objects the user is about to touch, ensuring that props operate in concert with one another without colliding.

We see ZoomWalls as an instance of an important forthcoming phase of haptics in VR—the use of autonomous reusable mobile props—where the principal challenge will be to coordinate multiple robots. The ZoomWalls system was developed through an iterative design process, and based on a user experience study, we provide new insights on the development of autonomous reusable prop systems. Figure 1 illustrates the ZoomWalls system: based on a set of prediction algorithms (that source the user’s position, orientation, and movement), the system predicts what walls need to be realized next and accordingly dispatch unused ZoomWalls to the destination. These algorithms were refined through several simulation studies, where we identified effective algorithms for coordination, and identified the number of ZoomWalls props required for low latency haptic experience. Once we realized the full system prototype, we conducted a user study to examine how the ZoomWalls system prototype would impact the experience of a virtual escape room.

This paper makes three contributions: first, we extend prior work on autonomous reusable mobile props by detailing coordination algorithms that drive the ZoomWall prototype; second, we show through a user study that our proof-of-concept ZoomWalls prototype can be effective in providing an immersive, fun experience; finally, we discuss new challenges and solutions for designing autonomous reusable mobile props.

RELATED WORK
Our interest is in realizing haptic experiences in room-scale virtual reality using ungrounded, encountered-type haptic devices—physical props that the user encounters when exploring or interacting with the space. To set the stage for our work, we describe work in three related areas: reusable props, collaborative robots, and touch/walking prediction in VR.

Reusable Props
Because a conventional passive haptics approach relying on full-sized inert props [7, 30] is impractical for room-scale VR, many researchers have begun exploring the use of reusable props. These explorations have involved perceptual illusions, or by literally re-using multiple props. Mahdi et al. [4] and Cheng et al. [9] develop a perceptual illusion called haptic retargeting which allows a single prop to be reused multiple times for different virtual objects (e.g. to be grasped or touched). TilePop uses a similar approach to dynamically construct body-size props, supporting whole-body interactions by using stacked cube-shaped airbags [43]. Many grounded encounter-type haptic devices have been proposed (e.g. [3, 17, 20, 48]), but they normally do not support users’ natural walking experience in room-scale VR.

Some researchers have focused on providing physical feedback using mobile, ungrounded devices for room-scale VR. MoveVR generates force feedback by Roomba-actuated moving props [49]. PhyShare relies on a set of actuated robots for sharing haptic virtual reality between users in distance [16], where these devices can represent several different virtual objects at different times. One of the devices is a floor-based “virtual wall”, which inspired our own work on ZoomWalls. RoomShift builds on this approach by representing room-scale haptic environment in VR using furniture-moving robots [39]. Similar to PhyShare, these props can represent different virtual objects at different times. Others have affixed props onto drones, which supply haptic sensation for small floating virtual objects [2, 18, 54]. Beyond just being passive props, the drone can also provide some force-feedback (3N), which can simulate subtle feedback like collision with a bubble and bite of insect [1].
One challenge that needs to be addressed with reusable props is quickly moving them to ensure that they are in the “right place at the right time.” TurkDeck [11] relies on human “actuators” who quickly move physical props around the VR user in a just-in-time fashion, allowing the props to be re-used in the room-scale VR experience. Needless to say, the experience relies heavily on human labour: in their demonstration, TurkDeck was facilitated by 10 humans to manipulate a total of 65 props for a 7-min experience.

Our work builds primarily on PhyShare, RoomShift and TurkDeck. Unlike TurkDeck, ZoomWalls employs robots to actuate the reusable props (as opposed to human labour). Like PhyShare and RoomShift, we employ robots as reusable props; in this work, we explicitly explore and detail the algorithms for coordinating multiple actuators in an unified system.

Coordinating Multiple Robots for Human Experiences
Our approach of using multiple coordinating robots to construct an environment builds off considerable prior work. For instance, MovemenTable[41] and AdaptTable [26] show how multiple interactive tabletops can physically reconfigure themselves based on users’ dynamically varying interaction. Shape-Shifting Wall Display [42] provides several mobile vertical walls that can reconfigure themselves based on task demands and the content. LiftTiles is a room-scale shape-changing interface using modular inflatable block-shapes props to create different room structure and furniture [40].

Within the VR context, Yim et al. [56] suggests that small robots can be used as proxies to provide active haptic feedback by simulating the touch and feel. Zhao et al. [59] illustrate this basic principle using small, self-assembling robots that can combine themselves into arbitrary shapes. We scale up this basic idea for room-scale VR, where we represent walls and large obstacles rather than small handheld objects. CirculaFloor is an unique device providing an infinite omnidirectional walking floor by coordinating and reusing a set of moving tiles [22]. Our work is heavily inspired by this work, where we use autonomously coordinated wall-shape props that responds to the user’s movement in VR to provide a coherent haptic environment.

Touch/walking Prediction in VR
To respond appropriately to the human interaction, several VR systems predict how and when a user will interact with it. For instance, Sparse Haptic Proxy uses a highly accurate prediction of users reaching targets by inferring their future actions based on their gaze and hand motions on a desktop VR setup [9]. To create a highly accurate and rapid encounter type haptic system, Yokokohji et al. [57] used a convex polyhedron surface for collision detection with the user’s hand, and [58] uses an understanding of kinematics features (e.g., velocity profile) of reaching and grasping behaviours. Their later work [25] relies on constructing reachability maps for a robot that represents surfaces with a much smaller prop. Thus, there is a wide range of prediction approaches, but most are for achieving grounded in-situ haptic devices. CirculaFloor [22] predicts a user’s walking direction from their knee position relative to the predefined origin, which is effective to coordinate and reuse the multiple robotic tiles. Unlike the established ML (machine-learning) based human motion classifier in the real world, motion classification in room-scale VR is still an open question. Yet, recent work suggests trajectory-based motion description using DTW (dynamic time warping) classifier [15]. Based on this prior work, we designed two predictors to achieve ZoomWall concept by analyzing on-line user’s motion data relative to their surroundings.

ZOOMWALL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We propose ZoomWalls—autonomous robotic encounter-type haptic wall-shaped props—that coordinate to provide just-in-time haptic feedback for virtual boundaries (i.e., walls, doors) in room-scale virtual reality. Each ZoomWall is a human-size moving wall segment enabling human-scale encounter-type haptic experiences in a room-scale VR scenario. By combining multiple ZoomWalls, maze-like structures such as corners or culs-de-sac of corridors can be physically represented. The ZoomWall movements can further represent movement of the infrastructure (e.g., sliding windows or doors). Each ZoomWall prop is coordinated by a system that predicts which parts of the virtual environment are needed haptically next, and dispatches props accordingly, ensuring that props operate in concert with one another without colliding with one another. ZoomWalls follow the user as they walk around based on the user’s position, orientation and movement. Once the system predicts which virtual surfaces could be touched, it dispatches standby ZoomWalls to locations where it anticipates a need.

Design and Prototype of Individual ZoomWalls
Since each ZoomWall is designed to simulate a part of the infrastructure, we paid particular attention to the size of each ZoomWall. Specifically, we wanted a user to be able to touch the panel with two hands shoulder-width apart, and from ankle height to above the head. We anticipated that users might walk next to a virtual wall, so the ZoomWall would need to be able to follow along. Similarly, some surfaces may not appear at right angles from one another, so the ZoomWalls needed to have the ability to rotate easily.

To realize a first version of the ZoomWall concept, we implemented each using two basic components: foam core boards (140cm × 80cm × 2cm), and a wheeled robot (Roomba, a cleaning robot) as an actuator (Figure 2). chosen based on comfortable reaching based on ergonomics studies [29]. The Roomba supports a maximum of 0.5 m/s with 2 DoF (forward/backward and rotation). Each ZoomWall has an upright foam core board on both sides of the device. To make each
Design of ZoomWall System

Figure 3 illustrates an overview of ZoomWall system comprising an HTC Vive Tracking system, a worn HTC Vive HMD, several ZoomWall instances, and a custom Windows-based server application. The server application maintains the virtual Unity environment, makes predictions about the user’s movement (based on the tracking system data), and coordinates and dispatches ZoomWalls to locations where the user is about to interact with virtual objects. The server receives motion data from the tracking system, and sends commands the ZoomWalls using serial communication via Bluetooth. To simulate physical contact between user’s hand and virtual/physical walls, users use Vive hand controllers or gloves with an embedded Vive tracker.

Predictor and Dispatcher Servers

As shown in Figure 3 the server is comprised of two components: the Predictor, which identifies surfaces of virtual objects that are likely to be touched based on the user motion data, and the Dispatcher, which selects the best ZoomWall candidate to represent a virtual surface. The Predictor operates primarily on the user’s tracked position, orientation, and movement speed. Once the Predictor identifies a virtual surface that has not been physically represented, it notifies the Dispatcher of the target. In the next section, we discuss our explorations into the design of the Predictor’s algorithm, which considered both naïve and machine learning approaches.

The Dispatcher selects the best ZoomWall candidate to represent a virtual wall surface based primarily on an estimate of which standby ZoomWall can get to the target location most rapidly. This estimate accounts for distance, and characteristics of our implementation—specifically, which ZoomWall would need to rotate the least, and which ZoomWall (with various characteristics) would be appropriate to represent the target surface. Once a ZoomWall is selected by the Dispatcher, the ZoomWall is given the ID of the target virtual surface, and the position of the user’s projection onto the surface. The goal position of the dispatched ZoomWall is set to this point, and the goal orientation matches the virtual surface’s orientation.

ZoomWall States

The Dispatcher manages multiple ZoomWalls in the same space, where each ZoomWall is in one of three states:

- **Active** - The ZoomWall represents a virtual surface, and only moves if the user walks along a path parallel to its face. The Dispatched state is set when a ZoomWall is selected to represent a virtual surface, but it has not yet arrived its destination location (yellow ZoomWall in Figure 3). Immediately after the ZoomWall arrives at the destination, it will be set to the Active state to materialize the surface.

- **Standby** - The ZoomWall does not represent anything in the virtual environment but “follows” the user so that it can move into position when needed (blue ZoomWall in Figure 3), and

- **Dispatched** - The ZoomWall is selected to represent a virtual surface, but it has not yet arrived its destination location. Once the server gives the target location to the Dispatched ZoomWall, its path planning and control are executed. We employ a Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO) algorithm [45] like [39] so that the ZoomWalls avoid collisions with the user and each other. This algorithm avoids obstacles according to velocity of every possible obstacle through a series of implicit predictions. We model the user as a moving obstacle with a known velocity, so the ZoomWalls can move around one another and the user. Similar to [25], this path planning process is always running. When the Predictor notices something
has changed in the system (e.g. the user has changed speed), the system can re-plan the paths for the ZoomWalls instantly.

We used a PID control method for ZoomWall control after setting the movement path. This PID control algorithm was designed for two-wheel robot. We tuned the tolerance parameters of error correction during the feedback loop for both translation and rotation movements to avoid unnecessary rotation and vibration around the target. Due to the tolerance parameters and potential tracking error in the Vive tracking system [5], the average positioning and rotation errors were 5.5 cm (SD = 0.19) and 1.0 deg (SD = 0.68).

Because our design involves adding obstacles to the physical environment that the user cannot see, safety is an extremely important requirement. During our studies, the operator uses a dead-man switch, an emergency stop mechanism. This stops every ZoomWall in the physical environment, changes the user’s view to a “Debug” mode, where all of the reference props are visible to the user. This switch is also automatically activated when the system loses tracking of any of the ZoomWalls or the user.

**DESIGNING THE PREDICTION ALGORITHM**

While the goal of the prediction algorithm used by the Predictor is clear (i.e. determine which virtual surface is likely to be touched), we found that as an unconstrained problem, it was largely intractable: user movement and behaviours depend heavily on the structure of the virtual environment, as well as the application. Some game simulations may require the user to turn at any moment (e.g. to spot an enemy), or insist that a certain wall be touched (e.g. to activate a switch); furthermore, a user may behave erratically or unexpectedly. As a first stage proof-of-concept approach to support the ZoomWall system’s design, we chose a simple, four-wall room (4m × 3m) where the user only walks around inside.

We designed two prediction algorithms: first, a bounding box algorithm, and second, we augmented the bounding box with a machine learning algorithm based on user movement prediction. We expect that both algorithms would be reasonably effective depending on the situation and number of ZoomWalls in use: the bounding box is fairly straightforward and might be applicable in a wide variety of situations with some slight tweaking; the second one is slightly more robust to user movement, but pre-training is required.

**Bounding Box Algorithm**

This prediction is based on a straightforward collision detection approach: any virtual surface that enters this bounding box is flagged as a surface that is likely to be touched. As illustrated in Figure 4, this surface then would be marked as a target surface, and passed onto the Dispatcher to materialize. In this algorithm, we model the user’s anticipated touch area based on a bounding box around the user in the horizontal plane. The bounding box is bilaterally symmetrical, and is slightly biased to the forward direction of the user to account for forward walking movement. For our system, this bounding box is a virtual 2m × 1.4m rectangle that surrounds the user. Its width is based on an average human’s arm span.

![Figure 4](image)

*Figure 4. A top-down view of the Bounding Box Predictor at work. (a) The user is far from all virtual surfaces, so the ZoomWalls are both on Standby. (b) When the user’s Bounding Box intersects with the virtual surface, the surface is predicted to be touched, and the top ZoomWall is set to Dispatched, and moves toward the destination surface. (c) The ZoomWall has arrived to materialize the surface, and is set to the Active state.*

While this naïve approach is conceptually simple and works for a compact space, there may be significant latency in certain circumstances since the system does not prioritize which surfaces ought to be prioritized. Consider a scenario involving two ZoomWalls that are Active, but then the user turns and quickly moves toward the back wall. In this case, moving one of the ZoomWalls to materialize a surface on the opposite side of the room would be challenging. While this problem can be mitigated with more ZoomWalls, we are interested in slightly more intelligent coordination that can take advantage of more of the tracking information — e.g. the user’s heading or movement speed.

**Bounding Box + Motion ML Algorithm**

We designed a second algorithm that accounts for this intuition—the user’s head orientation and their movement speed may also help predict surfaces that should be touched next. We retain the underlying bounding box algorithm (albeit with a smaller bounding box: 1.4m times 1.4m). This algorithm adds the notion of “priority” to which surfaces need to be touched—a surface that is to be touched receives the highest priority, while surfaces that are in the bounding box have a normal priority. Figure 5 shows that at each step, a support vector machine (SVM) predicts which surface the user intends to touch based on the user’s movements during the last second (this is set as highest priority). The Dispatcher sets the anticipated touch target as the highest priority surface, and sends the closest ZoomWall (regardless of its state) to materialize it. Unlike the bounding box predictor, this rapidly positions a ZoomWall to what may be far surfaces if we know the user is likely to touch it. This improves the performance if there are fewer ZoomWall units.

![Figure 5](image)

*Figure 5. A top-down view of the Bounding Box + Motion ML Predictor. (a) The user is far from all virtual surfaces, so the ZoomWalls are both on Standby around the user; (b) Based on user’s walking movements, the Motion ML predictor predicts a priority surface to be touched, and the Dispatcher sends one of the ZoomWalls; (c) The ZoomWall has materialized the surface, and set to the Active state.*
We recruited five members of our lab to record user walking data at comfortable speed around the virtual room with four walls, using a HMD and a hand-held controller. These patterns represented different challenging use cases that would function as ground truth. They then walked until they touched the wall. Each participant completed three trials of 10 minutes, totaling 90 minutes of training data. We conducted a preliminary evaluation with our motion ML. We used 10-fold cross validation, and the average accuracy of this model was 0.89, which was sufficient for our needs.

### Evaluation of Predictor Algorithms using Simulations

To understand the performance of the two predictor algorithms, we conducted a simulation study. The main goal of this study was to understand how user walking speeds would affect the performance of different ZoomWall configurations (i.e., with a different algorithm or number of ZoomWalls). This evaluation would also serve to help us refine and tune parameters of the ZoomWalls implementation before realizing the entire system. The simulator comprised a simulated ZoomWall system in Unity where each ZoomWall had real-life movement ability (two-wheeled robot, and 0.5 m/s movement speed), and the Predictor and Dispatcher components as described above. We recruited five members of our lab to record user walking data, and then programatically varied the average walking speed of their data (so it would maintain natural speed variance) before feeding it into the simulator. We then measured the overall performance of the system in terms of latency—how long it would take before a ZoomWall would materialize the virtual surface.

### Walking Data

We recruited five members of our lab to record the user’s walking data. We asked each to wear a HMD and walk at comfortable speed around the virtual room with four different path patterns, where they would touch the virtual surfaces in order: clockwise, counter-clockwise, back and forth along the length, and back and forth along the width. These patterns represented different challenging use cases for our system; for instance, clockwise and counter-clockwise patterns represent the situation where the next virtual surface is adjacent to the current one. We asked participants to complete each of these paths five times. We scaled the walking data’s speed at a number of scales: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 (original) to obtain different average walking speeds (in m/s), and used these as input within the ZoomWall system simulator.

### Simulation

We varied two variables: the number of ZoomWalls available to the algorithm (2, 3, or 4), and the algorithm being used (bounding box, and bounding box + motion ML). Within the simulation, we recorded latency—how long did it take for a ZoomWall to locate itself at the correct target location after the user “touched” the surface. The ideal latency should be 0s, where a dispatched ZoomWall arrives at the target location before the virtual surface is touched.

### Results

Our simulated walking speed data varied from 0.12 m/s to 0.87 m/s. We observed latencies of 0s to 3.95s in our simulation. Figure 6 illustrates latency for these trials relative to the simulated average walking speed for each configuration of ZoomWall. We also show a 0.2s latency cutoff threshold, which represents the largest latency that would be considered as a good haptic experience [24]. For the ZoomWall configurations we simulated, this would mean that a user’s walking speed would need to be lower than 0.4 m/s to ensure a good haptic experience.

This result shows that the bounding box + motion ML with 3 walls was the best, supporting the fastest walking speed (around 0.45m/s). We also learn that other conditions such as bounding-box + motion ML with 2 walls and bounding-box with 3 walls would also be usable if the walking speed is limited to 0.3-0.35 m/s. Furthermore, the bounding box with 2 walls was not satisfactory due to its high variance. The bounding box with 4 walls was not necessary as its performance was roughly equivalent to the three wall version due to increased collisions between ZoomWalls.

Through an iterative analysis, normal VR user walking speeds (0.6m–1m/s in our study) can be supported if ZoomWalls had 1m/s speed capability. While these findings are preliminary, they showed us that the ZoomWall system design with coordinated robots was feasible. In particular, it showed that given the limitations of the current actuators in the ZoomWall units, we needed to carefully design the experience to ensure that the user never walked faster than 0.4m/s with our current setup with two or three ZoomWalls in a 4m × 3m space.
We studied three variations of the ZoomWall system:

- **Baseline** - No robotic props;
- **Bounding box (BB)** - Three ZoomWalls using the bounding box predictor;
- **BB + ML** - Two ZoomWalls using the bounding box + Motion ML predictor.

While the simulation results suggested that the bounding box + motion ML predictor with three walls is the most powerful configuration, we skipped this as the latency performance would be satisfactory. Instead, we tested lower performance conditions with two or three ZoomWalls, which allows us to consider the actual necessary number of the walls. As shown in Figure 7, the baseline condition did not have haptic feedback, while the Bounding Box and Bounding Box + motion ML conditions provided haptic feedback by ZoomWalls when the user traced the rune pattern on the virtual wall.

### USER EXPERIENCE STUDY

To understand the user experience of the ZoomWall system, we conducted a study where participants would play a VR game with and without the ZoomWall system. We were interested in two aspects of the experience: first, what would the actual latency of the prototype system be in practice, and second, how would participants experience the system. We tested three different conditions: a baseline (without ZoomWalls), the Bounding Box algorithm, and the Bounding Box + Motion ML algorithm. We wanted to understand whether the latency would be acceptable, whether it would detract from the experience, and whether participants would find that ZoomWalls aided their feeling of presence in the environment.

### Task Design

Participants played a VR escape room game where the goal was to escape a dark, four-walled room of 4m × 3m while holding a small lantern (the VR controller). Participants could unlock the room by tracing five different rune patterns that appeared one at a time on different walls (Figure 7). Tracing each rune required large hand movements on the wall (participants wore a tracked glove), and each rune appeared at random on a different wall after they complete the previous one. To understand performance of ZoomWalls as encounter-type haptic devie, this "simulation-level" information about the target wall was not fed into the Predictor subsystem; instead the Predictor ran blind to this information (and only used the bounding box or user movement data).

Consistent with others who have designed for room-scale VR (e.g. [11]), we designed a narrative to slow the movement speed of participants. Within the context of the narrative, we told participants that an invisible demon living in the room could spot them if they moved too quickly (like in the movie The Predator). This speed threshold was set at 0.4m/s, and an audio cue would be played if participants moved faster.

### Conditions

We studied three variations of the ZoomWall system:

- **Baseline** - No robotic props;
- **Bounding box (BB)** - Three ZoomWalls using the bounding box predictor;
- **BB + ML** - Two ZoomWalls using the bounding box + Motion ML predictor.

### Measures

We used objective measures to assess system performance, and subjective measures to assess the user experience. As with the evaluation of the prediction algorithms, we also measured the system latency—how much delay was there between the time participants touched a virtual surface and the time the ZoomWall arrived to materialize the virtual surface. We selected two sub-scales from the Witmer and Singer’s Presence Questionnaire [52], which comprised ten 7-point likert items assessing “Involvement” and “Naturalness.” We also added new 7-point Likert scale question asking “How fun was your experience?”

### Participants

We recruited 12 participants (3 females) from our university. Their age ranged from 22 to 28 years (mean 24.8). Five of these had previously experienced a VR environment.

### Procedure

After a brief explanation of the system and study protocol, participants donned equipment for the study, including a head-mounted display, a pair of gloves with embedded Vive trackers, and a noise-canceling headphone. The headphone (Sony MDR-100ABN) was used to mask the noises the ZoomWalls generated. Participants then completed a warm up task to train them in: (i) walking at a slow speed for the system, and (ii) tracing shapes with their hands. In the warm-up virtual environment, a green arrow sign in front of the participant indicated that his/her walking speed was slow enough, and this arrow would turn red if the participant walked too quickly (i.e. > 0.4 m/s).

Participants completed three trials with each system configuration condition. The presentation order of the conditions was counter-balanced across participants. After each trial, participants completed the presence questionnaire. Finally, after all trials were complete, we conducted a semi-structured interview asking about participants’ experiences, where we probed for possible improvements to the system.

### Findings

#### Latency

We measured an average 0.09 s (SD = 0.34) latency for the bounding box condition, and 0.07s (SD = 0.31) for the BB + ML condition. These values were better than the 0.2s guideline [24], suggesting we only need two ZoomWalls to achieve this kind of simple room scenario (with a movement speed of less than 0.4m/s).
All participants reported that the ZoomWall improved their experience, though these might be mitigated with haptic retargeting techniques [4, 9]. Finally, 6/12 participants described feeling uneasy knowing that the ZoomWalls were moving around them throughout the study. This is a deeper issue that relates to users feeling uncomfortable moving around a physical space without being able to see potential obstacles they could collide with. Our participants suggested embodying the ZoomWalls in the simulation using semi-translucent assets/objects.

**FURTHER ZOOMWALL EXPLORATIONS**

Since ZoomWalls represent an instance solution of autonomous mobile reusable props, we used the system to explore the design space. In several different designs of different scales, we explored using ZoomWalls to simulate various types of objects/surfaces and movable objects (like [39]), and designed more sophisticated room and space scenarios.

**Physical Interactions.** We have used the ZoomWalls to simulate movable structures. For instance, we used ZoomWalls to simulate normal doors when we move the rotation axis of the robot to one side of the foam core prop. Here, when the door is pressed, it rotates inwardly or outwardly, and this can be felt by the user. As illustrated in Figure 11b, the “default” ZoomWall can also be used to simulate a sliding door. When the prop is touched or pushed gently from the side, it slides to the side like a real-world sliding door.

We also explored several variations of the touchable area of the ZoomWall. Figure 9 illustrates ZoomWalls with different heights, different on-board textures, as well as additional props affixed to the ZoomWall surface itself. “Low” ZoomWalls could be used to simulate a window sill, or a table, for example. Similarly, ZoomWalls with different textures can simulate different types of surfaces. Finally, an additional prop affixed to the ZoomWall surface could realize hand-sized structures in the simulation (e.g. a doorknob). These physical “effects” may not be necessary in the general case—Edward [21] argue that physical props that only roughly approximate the virtual model increase immersion. The width of each ZoomWall could also vary. Our informal simulation showed that the use of wider walls was more efficient to materialize the virtual surfaces, but can potentially increase collision risk, especially when they rotate. Thus, we believe that the current human-sized prop is reasonable to offer sufficient flexibility. If a wider continuous surface that supports swiping is desired (as shown in Clif application), placing multiple walls side-by-side would be appropriate.
11, ZoomWalls represents the corridor and door, and works without the need of human intervention (cf. [11]). In Figure 11, we divided the maze into four parts and sequentially applied our SVM predictor for each according to the player’s location. We then confirmed that our simple motion ML worked well for each part. It may be possible to generalize this algorithm for general virtual environments by modeling them as a series of connected 1m x 1m room units. Example room shapes include a narrow corridor, a room with a central pillar, L-shape, zig-zag shapes, which were materialised by ZoomWalls without significant latency. We illustrate some of these examples in our video figure.

Regarding room size, we found that the ZoomWall’s latency performance strongly depends on the difference between the user and actuator’s speeds. The second important variable is the bounding box size, which should be varied according to the physical room size. Without considering redirected walking techniques [33], the room size should be limited to the capture volume. However, with a sufficiently large number of ZoomWalls, combined with redirected walking techniques (e.g. [38, 27]), we argue that it should be possible to design larger virtual spaces that can provide haptic infrastructure.

**Example Applications.** We have primarily simulated game environments. Figure 11 illustrates a simple first person shooter game, where the ZoomWalls simulate a corridor, corners, a door, and a room. This is similar to the approach taken by VR theme parks like “The Void” [46], except that ZoomWalls dynamically reconfigures the haptic infrastructure on demand without the need of human intervention (cf. [11]). In Figure 11, ZoomWalls represents the corridor and door, and works as a shield for the user to avoid the enemies’ shots. We also have a cliff simulation where a user walks along with a narrow path with support from a cliff wall. Beyond entertainment, ZoomWalls can provide stronger spatial awareness for tactical training, emergency drill or traditional architectural design. Room-scale VR is also promising for remote office scenarios, where ZoomWalls can represent shared digital whiteboard or remote users avatars with physical constraints. Finally, ZoomWalls could be actual physical boundaries between the tracking and non-tracking areas, which would prevent bystanders from accidentally going into tracking areas, or to create comfortable social distances between HMD users.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Based on our experiences designing and implementing this prototype, we identify several opportunities for designers of autonomous mobile reusable props in future implementations.

**Limitations due to slow actuator.** Our robot is based on a robot vacuum cleaner with typical two-wheel mechanism which generally limits its degrees of freedom, as well as its speed (angular rotation speed, and forward/backward speed). The limited speeds meant that the ZoomWalls took longer to arrive properly. In our demonstration, we asked users to walk slowly, which is a major limitation of this work. To address this, we propose several solutions, which might be integrated together.

Firstly, a more sophisticated actuator appropriate for use in this context would be an omni-directional robot capable of moving at higher speeds. Based on our informal simulation tests, faster actuators reduce latency. These would be especially appropriate for VR sports in gymnasium-sized spaces where people might be running. On the other hand, faster robots may introduce new safety concerns or anxiety on the part of users.

Secondly, if more ZoomWalls (e.g. 7 walls) can be deployed, faster-walking speed would be supported by applying different standby strategies for differently managed walls, e.g. three walls around user and four walls for faraway potential targets.

Thirdly, it is usable to design the narrative experience to encourage slower walking or different locomotion styles altogether (e.g., jumping, sliding feet etc.). Our participants also agreed our approach that the slow walking is the part of the fun experience. TilePops used diegetic visual effects to provide users with the status of pop preparation, which temporarily impacts the user’s experience. Another technique may be to apply a higher translation gain to users walking to let them experience faster walking in the VR than the real [23, 32], which might maintain their immersive VR experience.

**Path planning algorithm.** We used a rudimentary point-to-point path-finding algorithm (RVO) that accounted for whether the ZoomWall would collide with another ZoomWall (or the user). More sophisticated planning algorithms would be able to predict possible collisions, and plan more ideal routes. In a more general case, where each ZoomWall is differentiated based on other kinds of haptic capabilities, this planning algorithm would need to account for these capabilities in relation to the needs of the virtual simulation (e.g. a half-height ZoomWall is needed for a window; a full-sized ZoomWall would be inappropriate since it does not provide the void of where the window hole is).

**Shape-changing surfaces.** The surfaces of the ZoomWalls could be replaced by shape-changing surfaces (e.g. [12, 36]), which would provide a more sophisticated physical rendering of the virtual model. One might imagine that the wall width is extendable (e.g., using a roll-screen), which provides wider continuous wall surfaces that can be swept by the user’s hand. If the wall surface is deformable (e.g., by pin-array actuators [36], this would provide additional feedback for simple virtual objects (e.g. a button that depresses when touched).
Figure 11. A first person shooter game played with the ZoomWall system. Here, three ZoomWalls work together to provide the haptic infrastructure of the environment. (a) A user takes cover behind a corner of a corridor, where the ZoomWalls represent the corner and the walls of the corridor. (b) At the end of the corridor, the user opens a sliding door (again, represented by a ZoomWall).

Touch prediction algorithms. Our prediction algorithm was designed for a simple room and mazes with perpendicular walls. For more complex arbitrary spaces and rooms, including curved wall or diagonal walls, the SVM would need to be retrained. A bubble cursor-like approach [14] that dynamically rescales the bounding box rather than relying on static-sized bounding box might also be an effective approach.

While the current algorithm was sufficient for our explorations, the prediction failed when the user touched a side wall while facing the frontal wall due to the strict assumption of our motion ML design. This failure could be addressed by Bounding Box with three ZoomWalls, but cannot always be resolved in a two ZoomWalls solution. To address this issue, a more sophisticated motion ML should be established using additional behavioral data (e.g. eye gaze).

Anxiety about invisible moving robots. Even though our ZoomWalls system has a number of fail-safes to prevent them from colliding with users, our participants still felt somewhat uneasy knowing that robots they could not see were moving around them. This is perhaps understandable, since the participants could hear the whirring of the robots, which were noisy enough to be heard over the sound/music from the VR experience. Furthermore, because the ZoomWalls move in ways that are essentially unpredictable to the users, they represent potentially unexpected obstacles on the ground that the user might trip on. This unease was probably somewhat exacerbated by the fact that the ZoomWalls essentially follow the user around as they walk.

In the VR simulation, the actual positions of the ZoomWalls are hidden deliberately, but participants asked for ways to be able to see the positions to ease their uncertainty. Others have explored this idea of showing objects and people from the real world in the VR simulation (e.g. [47, 31, 13, 55]), and this shows promise. As described earlier, our system already supports displaying the positions via a debug/safety mode, though our rationale for hiding their position was because we believed that users would feel less immersed in the simulation. On the other hand, if participants were regularly concerned about bumping into the ZoomWalls, it is hard to say that they felt fully immersed in the VR experience.

One possibility is visualizing the ZoomWalls with semi-transparent avatars or as diegetic objects in the simulation, but only doing so when the user is in danger of bumping into them. This approach is reminiscent of the “seamful design” approach advocated by many ubicomp researchers (e.g. Chalmers [8], Broll [6], and Weiser [51, 50]), where rather than hide the deficiencies or “gaps” in the system, one reveals them to the user so the user can make choices about how to interact with the technology. Taken to the logical conclusion, a seamful design approach would reveal in the VR simulation which walls were materialized (i.e. ready to be touched—a ZoomWall is in place), and which were not yet ready to be touched (i.e. a ZoomWall is dispatched, but not yet in place). These are interesting avenues for further design exploration.

CONCLUSION
ZoomWalls simulates haptic infrastructure for VR worlds using semi-autonomous robots. The ZoomWall units dynamically position and orient themselves using a just-in-time approach based on the user’s movements within the virtual space. We explore two predictor algorithms that predict which walls will be touched, where the ZoomWalls are dispatched based on these predictions. Based on simulations, we show that for simple spaces where the units are able to move quickly enough, only two or three ZoomWall units are needed to provide less than 0.2s latency. Based on a user experience evaluation with 12 participants, we found that the ZoomWall system enhances users’ immersion into the VR environment. We also learned that participants do not always feel comfortable not being able to see the ZoomWall units, and discuss techniques to address these shortcomings in future applications of this approach. Together, our explorations suggest that, given appropriate hardware, the ZoomWall approach is viable for simulating a wide range of haptic experiences for VR worlds without necessitating a large number of props, or human labour to rapidly assemble/move/reassemble props on the fly—an approach we call autonomous mobile reusable props.
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